Query raised by E & Y and response of CMPFO thereon:Sl.No.
Query
01
From which location the project will be executed –
Dhanbad or Hyderabad
02

Kindly share the Annexure C & E of the RFP
document.

03

Does all 7 project managers are expected to be
deployed during the start of the project, kindly share
the deployment schedule.

04

Is it mandatory to document “As Is” & “To be”
processes in EOMCS solution, does CMPFO already
has an EOMCS solution deployed or a consultant is
expected to provide one during the course of project.

05

Does the consultant has an option to partner (subcontract) with a third party EOMCS solution provider
to ensure availability and usage of EOMCS solution
during the course of project.

06

Which all functions of the CMPFO does the current
scope of business transformation project covers for
example fund management, contribution management,
customer service, compliance, reporting, finance &
HR.
As per RFP, the overall timeline of the project is 12
months. However, as the scope of solution
implementation under phase III will be depended on
the outcome of phase II, does the project provides
flexibility to review phase III-implementation and
phase IV-post implementation timelines based on the
output of phase II of the project.

07

Response of CMPFO
From Hyderabad and may have to
visit other sites of CMPFO as per
requirement
Annexure –E to be read as
Annexure-B, Annexure –C is
mentioned at page No. 17.
Corrigendum to this RFP will be
issued

EOMCS to be offered as part of
the services by consulting company
and hardware and software for
EOMCS to be part of consulting
company's scope. EOMCS can be
offered on cloud .
Consortium/Sub-contracting will
be acceptable so far EOMCS
Software concerned but as far as
deliverable objective it is with
prime bidder and payment will be
released to the successful
bidder/consultant as per milestone
basis.
All functions are to be studied
during ‘ AsIs’ and to be suggested
for ‘ToBe’ processes.

As per RFP

